Following a WTC meeting on 1<sup>st</sup> June at Lilleshall, the following has been agreed and will be updated in the 2019 WTC Handbook.

**Adi Stan Team Competition 2019**

The FIG rule regarding 2 male coaches in the field of play has been relaxed to allow this to happen, provided there is a nominated female chaperone/coach in attendance. A named female must be sent to Chris Paddock at the same time as the online entry for the team is submitted.

**National Challenge Cup Finals 2019**

The qualification score from the National Finals to go to the British Championships 2020 will remain at 47.00 or more for Espoir, 47.50 or more for Junior and 48.50 or more for Seniors.

**Just a gentle reminder**

Only 5 Regions have provided Chris Paddock with the information she requires and outlined in Update Issue No. 19 – April 2019. Without this information Regional entries cannot be processed. Please could Regions action the request ASAP:

- Regions must nominate in advance a minimum of one and maximum of two FIG level competitions to allow gymnasts the opportunity to qualify for the National Challenge Cup. These dates must be sent to Chris Paddock, National Competition Organiser (NCO).
- Gymnasts must achieve an All Around score on the FIG rules from one of these competitions to qualify for the National Challenge Cup.
- It is not possible to allow a repeat of a single apparatus within one competition.
- Signed score sheets from these nominated competitions must be sent to the NCO immediately after the nominated event.

Confirmation that the Compulsory 1 score from the Autumn competition to move to the British Championships in 2020 will remain at 55.00

**M.T. McLoughlin**